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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Since type riting involves a certain amount of reading 7 
the question arises s to hat extent reading influences 
t ypewriting rate . In an article by Book, he s ys: 
In typewriting all l earners mus t do certain 
t hings to master this art . Each learner must fol -
low his copy a ccurately by keeping his attention 
roperly distributed between tho task of reading 
his copy nnd the roblem of initiating and control-
ling the machine . 
Bernice Kirby also explains t hat reading plays a part in 
type riting success : 
Time and moneys ont in teaching an advanced 
course in typing by our present rocedure is not 
economically justifiable . We. need correlation and 
intensific tion especially when advanced typing ia 
taught on the collage level. The correlation of 
the fundamental process s should include the fol-
lowing subjects : (1) Re ding , through encourag-
ing t e student to retain the content of what he 
read ; by encouraging the student to read in phrases ; 
by making the student reading conscience through 
the uso of comprehension tests; by makin~ the stu-
dent analyze rote learning ••• 2 
White gave battery of tests nd corre lated the results 
with gross and net ty ewr1ting speed . He concluded from his 
survey that intelligence , reading skill , age , and performance 
on serial rosponse motor tests were significant factors in 
--
1 William F . Book , . "n ow Progress in Le rning 1!10 'l'ype S ould 
Be Ieasurod and Why, " Iowa :Research Studies in Commercial 
Education , Vol . I, 192b,P. ~O . . -
2 Bernice Kirby , "A Correlation of Typewriting and Business 
Communications , " Journal of Business 'ducation , Vol . 16, 
Feb., 1941, PP • 23- 24 . ~ 
• 
2 
t ewriting ach1evement . 3 
B • dfo1•d found low correlu tion between 1ntelligonce and 
t ewriting grades and concluded tat there are other factors 
tha.ri 1ental aeility and motor ability in the ~rocess of 
learning to t;y ewrite . 4 
Both teachers and tudents need to know whether or not 
reading aff~ c ts typewritings oed because of its predictive 
as well as remedial values . If the relation between reading 
and typo:riting is hi h , a reading test might be included as 
part of a battery test for redicting typewriting uc cess , 
and remedial exorcises based on reading may be devised to 
incz~ase typewriting sklll . \nlite 
re,arding this question: 
de t e following co ents 
3 
4 
5 
The rognosis of suc cess in tho acquisition of 
skill in ty ewriting is of considerable interest both 
to the prosJective learner and to the institution 
doing the teaching . 
Tle former is interested in knoving whether or 
not the many adv ntages he will enjoy as a result of 
his abi l ity to typov,rri to will outweigh the cost to 
him in time , energy , and money , of learning to 
typevrite . 
The latter is concerned with the question of 
whether a given individual is able to learn type-
writing rapidly enough so that his acquired skill 
will be worth its cost of instruction and materials . 5 
Book agrees tbat a test for guiding students into or 
Bruce White , "Prediction of Typewr 1 ting Success , " Journal 
of Bus i ness Education , Vol . 10 , A ril , 1935 , • 20 . 
Lilah Bradford , "Does T ing Ability Depend upon .1entality 
or Dexterity?" Journal of Business Education , DecemL r, 
1930 , • 23- 24 . ~ 
Bruce iVhite, _2g• cit . , Vol . 10 , April , 1935, p . 15. 
3 
away from typewriting classes could be used to good advantage: 
Much social waste and personal dissatisfaction 
arises from the fact that "s ecial ability" tests have 
not been devised and more generally used to select 
recruits for importa t1 t lines of work . In the field 
of atenography and typewritine , for axamJle , many 
persons are attemJting to fit themselves for theaa 
llnes of worlp ho have few of the native traits re-
quired to succeed in learning these arts . 
The i nformation gathered by means of a reli -
able II s ecial ability" test might , therefore , be 
used to good advantage in giving better vocational 
guidance and in expert educational direction to the 
young peo le in our schools , but the best t t can 
be hoed for from the use of such tests at the pre -
sent time is to tell the pros ective learner whether 
or not he has the characteristics needed to succeed 
in reparing h imself for a particular line of work. 6 
Teachers of both s orthand and typewriting have for some 
years been interested in determining which students had the 
qualifications to be successful in these subjocts and ihich 
did not , wit 1 a view to o.dvisin r unpromising student to 
choose other courses . 7 
ccording to Hull the best prognostic tests which we now 
have in typewrltin never exceed thirty per cent efficiency. a 
UR.POS• 
Slnce speed in typewriting is such an im ortant phase 
of typewriting success, it ls the purpose of t h is study to 
find the relation , if any, between gross typewriting rate and 
6 
7 
8 
~1 111am F . Book , o • cit ., Vol. I , 1926 , p . 65. 
E. G. Blackstone , "Pro osed Bat t ery Test for Typing," 
.Research Studies in Com..'11ercial Education , Vol . DI, 1929, 
• 7. 
Clark L• Hull, " sychological Tests and the Differentiation 
of Vocational Aptitudes," Iowa. hesoarch studios in Commer-
cial Education, Vol . I, Jury:-1926 , p . 24- 35. 
4 
reading rate and comprehension . This study seeks to find 
whe t her or not reading rate ffe cts or relates in any vay to 
typm:ri ting rate, and :vhether reading comprehension has any 
influence on ty ewriting see . 
LIMITATIONS 
This problem deals with typewriting rate only. Ackerson 
found that it is best to separate speed and accur cy in test-
i ng typewriting ability. 9 Tho accuracy element bas not been 
considered at all in this study even though it is roba.bly of 
equal importance and might have a definite relation to reading . 
Hossf i ld says, "The first essential in ty!)ewriting is , and 
rightfully should be , accuracy . n 10 Type\vri ting s peed alone 
is no longer the one goal in tyyewriting classes, but it is 
still one of the major objectives . Cook and A pel explain 
the expansion and changes in the nature of the type~riting 
courses : 
·9 
10 
11 
As recently as ten ye rs ago, the ultimate goal 
ln the hlgh school typewriting courses ~as to attain 
a high degree of skill in the operation of tho ty e-
writer. Marks irf"'ty.1.)ewritlng were based u on tho 
amount of s~111 attained in ty ewriting from straight 
coy material . Today the emphasis is placed not alone 
u on sk_ill., but u on f~owledg e of proper proced in 
t e use of the s~. _ _,.., ----
Luton Ackerson, "A Correlational study of .J?roficiency in 
Typing , " Iowa Rase rch Studies in Commercial Education, 
Vol . l, JU!Y, 1926, pp . 88-95 . ~ . .· 
George L. Hossfield , "Five Es sentials for S eed in Type-
writing , 11 Journal of Busines s Education, Vol . 16, Oct . , 
1940 , p . 16. -
Walter W. Cook , and J~argueri te Ap el, n:r,.ew Bases for 
redicting Typing Success," Journal of Business Education, 
Vol . 16, Jan . , 1941, p . 17. 
5 
Dvorak states that suitable s ced is still of importance . 12 
Horning concluded that the faster worker is the bettor worker , 13 
and ' Rourke found that 125 slow workers were thirty-eight per 
cent accurate, and 125 fast workers were eighty por cont accu-
rate; and the fast workers reduced five and one- half times 
as much as the slow worker"s . 14 
scope of this study. 
rediction is not within the 
ITh'VI OUS INVESTIGATIONS 
Few studies have been made thus fnr on the correlation 
of reading and tyvewriting rate . Vhite gave a battery of 
tests and computed correlations i h both net and ,ross type-
writing rates . He 'found a corral tion of . 41 between net 
ty ew ~itin· scores an the Whipyle - eading Test scores . 15 
Jones made a study of reading rate and comprehension as 
determining factors in the selection of pupils for j nlor 
hi gh school type ritine; classes , but the correlations found 
were too low to be useful for )redicti ve or guidance urpose·s . 16 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
August Dvorak, ~ellie L. Merrick, Wi lliam L. Dealey , 
Gertrude c. ord , TYl,?ewriting Behavior, p . 300. 
s •• Horning, "Testing Mcchan1c~l bility by t he MacQuarr1e 
Test,n Industrial Arts, ct . , 1926, pp. 348- 350. 
L. J . 0' .ourke , "Hela tion Between Speed nd Accuracy," 
Handbook of Business Administration, pp . 802- 806 . 
Bruce White , o . cit., Vol. 10, A ril, 1935, pp . 15-16 . 
1a.rian • Jones , 1 eading Rate and ComiJrehension as 
Determinine Factors 1n the Selection of Pupils for Junior 
High School Ty_ e irl ting Classes," Masters Thos is, 
University of Southern California, l932 . 
6 
MATERIAIS AND .1ETHODS 
The materials used in this study include five straight 
copy student ' s Typewriting Tests p blished by tho Ty ewriter 
Educational Research Bureau for the months of January, 1937, 
January , 1938,_ 1larch, 1938, Hay, 1938, and February, 1939 . 
It also includes Test I , Parts A and B, of the Iowa Silent 
Head ng Test , Form Bm, :New Edition , for High Schools and 
Collages . Each pat of Tost I tested both rate and com re • 
hension of reading . The Iowa Silent Reading Tost consists of 
seven complete and independent tests each of whi ch is designed 
to measure u specific factor in reading . Test 1 measures 
rate and comprehension; Test 2, directed reading; Test 3, 
~oetry comprehension; Test 4 , word meaning ; Test 5, sentence 
meaning ; To.st 6 , paragra h com rehension; and Test? , l ocation 
of information . ) Since Test 1, parts A and B, was the only 
one of the seven tests pplicable to this s tudy , written per-
mission was obtained from the ublisher to re roduco it . A 
copy of the printed reproduction is found in the appendix . 17 
The students to whom theso tests were administered were 
taken from three high schools of different sizes during the 
last six- weeks term of the school ye r of 1939- 40 . The dif -
ferent schools of various sizes were taken to eliminate as 
much as possibl e selected samples. Lawton Hi gh Schol with 
a Commercial Dopurtment of three teachoro sup lied 124 cases; 
17 noe Appendix, . 45. 
( 
7 
Durant High School with a Department of two teachers supplied 
73 cases ; and {angum High School with a Department of one 
teacher supplied 43 cases . 
The students tested were of the usual hi h school age, 
fift en to tventy- two years , and were ln grades eleven and 
twelve . Each student took at least three and some as many 
as five straight copy , fifteen-minute , typewriting tests . 
1rhey ere told to write for speed and that their rate would 
not bo penalized for errors . Not more than one typelriting 
test per day was administered. Each student also took both 
parts of the reading test according to the directions given 
in tho 1anual of Directions for the Iowa Silent Re ding Tests .18 
In all schools the tests wer administered under as near the 
same conditions as possible. The teachers in the three 
schools were su ~lied rith sufficient co~ies of all the tests 
for each student , together with spocific instructions for 
administering the tests . 
After the tests wore ad.ministered , tho readin8 rat wa 
computed in terms of words per minute ; the reading com rehen-
sion , in terms of per cent ; and the typewriting rate in terms 
of gro .. s words per minute . The gross words per minute on 
each timed -vriting for each student lere computed according ; 
to the International Typeiriting Contest Rules . These rates 
1ere thon averaged to find the gross typ writing rate for 
each individual. 
18 H. . A. Greene , • N. Jorgensen , v. u. Kelley, Iowa Sil ent 
Reading Tests :anual of Directions, New •dition , pp . 4- 5 . 
8 
The data gathered from these te t scores were tabulated 
and correlations com uted by the o rson roduct - moment method 
between : the boys' typewriting and reading r~tes; the girls ' 
typewriting and reading rates ; the boys' and girls' composite 
typewi•i ting and reading ratec; nd bet iveen: the boys' type-
writing rates and reading comprehension scores; the girls' 
typewriting rates and re ding comprehension scores; the boys' 
and girls ' com osite typewriting rates and reading comprohen-
sion scores . Then the robable error of these correlations 
were com uted to determine their reliability. Each correla-
tion , as computed ti. ico on oparate correlation tables to 
make certain that no error was involved in the com utations . 
DEFINITION OF TERMS 
The discussion t hroughout this problem is as non-
technical as ossible and no st tistical kno ledge on the 
part of the reader has been resup osed, but in order to have 
a. '.lnanimi ty of thought and underst~nding all the w y through 
few words and expressions· might need a bit of ex .. l nation 
and definition. 
In this study gross typewriting rate eans gross words 
er minute com utod according to the International Typewrit-
ing Contest Rules . The word , gross ., signifies that the errors 
in the typ writing were neither counted nor enallzed . Gross 
type:riting rate , typewriti - s oed , and ty ewriting rate have 
been used interch neeably. 
eadinB rate means the words read er minuto moasurod 
according to the manual of instructions for the Iowa .. ilent 
9 
Reading Test . 
Reading comprehensi on means the score in terms of per j 
cent on the comprehension te ts . 
The coefficient of correlation might icll be defined by 
quoting arrett . l e say lt is tho st~t stical dovice 1here-
by rel tionship ls ex rossed on quantitative scale , 19 
Correlation ex res es the ratio of the r to of change of one 
measurement to t e ra to of change of another measurement of 
the sume indlvidu 1 . It ohows the degree to which two meas-
ures move alike, but it does not show the c use of t he 
relationship . 
The relationship ossible between to measures may range 
from a perfect inverse relationship ex ressed by a coeff"cient 
of - 1 .00 through a coeffi cient of 0 . 00 which ex ressea no 
relat i nshi , to a perfect positive rel tionship expre ssed by 
a coeffi cient of 1 . 00 . In educational experim nta.tion perfect 
correlation is almost im ossible and most coeffi cients are 
found at intermediate oints where their value is inter reted 
ln a t;;eneral way a.::i "high" or 'low·, n or "valuable II or "useless," 
depending u on ho, close tley are to il . 00 or O. Garrett says 
t hat to be certain of a lo degree of correlation , t e coeffi-
cient should be five or six times its probable error . 20 
19 Henry E. Garrett, 3ta tist_c s 1n 
p , 149 , 
20 Ibid., P • 170 . 
sycl...ology and Education, 
The fonnula used in computing the coefficient of 
correlation , r , ls: 21 
r : Sum. xy or a 
~ ( Sum. x2) ( Sum. y2) ~ be 
10 
iThe· robablo error of the correlation , PEr, shows tho 
reliability of the coefficient of cor relation. I In order to 
be of any real value as a measure of reliability, PEr should 
be calculated for r's obta ined f r om random and reasonabl y 
large samples . The cases used in this study consis t of 240 
students taken from three difforcnt high schools of different 
sized to insure random and unselected samples . The formula 
used f or the probable err or of the correlation is: 22 
PEr - . 6745 x (1 - r2 ) 
'\I_N_ 
The obtained r is the coefficient of correlation found 
or obtained in a s pecific study. 
The truer is tho range between which the coefficient of 
correlation of the iopulation as a whole should fall if the 
sampling used was taken at random. 23 
21 Ibid. , • 151-168. 
22 
23 
Ibid., PP• 170Tl71 . 
Ibid . , p . 170. 
CHAPTER II 
ANALYSI S AND INTERPRETATION OF DATA 
As previousl y stated, one of the purposes of this study 
is to detercine what relationshi , if any , exists betwoen 
gross typewriting rate and reading rate . Test I , parts A 
and B, of the Io 'la Silent Reading Tests was used to rneasure 
both the rea ingrate and the comprehension of 240 high 
school juniors and seniors from Lawton , Durant , and Mangum 
High Schools during t he last six- weeks term of the school 
year of 1939- 40 . The average of from three to five , fifteen-
minute, straight copy, Student ' s Typewriting Tests was used 
to ascertain the gross t ypewriting rate of each student . 
The technique employed in determining the relation 
between typewriting rate and re ding r a te was th.at of simple 
correla tion. The earson product- moment me thod was used . l 
Correlations were computed for the boys and the girls sepa-
rately , and as a composite group . Of the 240 cases tested , 
131 were girls and 109 were boys . 
THE RELATIOl SHIP DETV~'EEN 
BOYS ' TYPEWRITIUG AND R ~ DING RATES 
Table I on puge 12 shows the coefficient of correlation 
between t e boys' ty ewriting and reading rates , and the 
robable error of this correlation . The correlation table 
1 
... 
Henry E. Garrett , Statistics in Psychology and Edu cation , 
pp . 163- 170. 
/ , 
-· 
12 
TABLE I 
C OEFFI C Th.:NT S F C ... ELA TI ON 
BE' E N GROS TYPEWRITING 1 ATE rD tEADING TE 
ITH THEIR R BABLE ERF, RS 
no. 
The Relation Between: : Caaes: r . Er • 
2Boys ' Reading and Typewriting Rates . 109 . . 13 . . 06 . . • 
3Girls• Reading and Typewriting Ra tes • 131 . . 33 . . 05 • . . 
4composite Reading and Ty ewriting Rates . 240 . . 22 • . 04 • . . 
2 
4 
See Appendix, • 28. Correlation Table forte Coefficient 
of Correlation bet een Typewri t ing and Reading Rate for Boys . 
See A) endi.x, p . 29. Correlation Table for the Coefficient 
of Correlation between Typewriting and hoo.ding Rate for 
Girls. 
See Appondix , p . 30. Correlation Table for the Coefficient 
of Correlation between Ty ewriting and Reading Hate for 
Boys and Girls Combined. 
13 
for the coeff'icient is fond in the ap endix. From tat 
table, r (the coeffi cient of correlation) was found to be . 13 
v 1 t l1 a Er ( r obuble error of the coefficient of correla tlon) 
of f . 06 . This moans that the chances are even that the true 
r falls wi t hin the limits of .13 t . 06, or between . 07 and 
. 19; and that t1e chancos are 9930 in 10,000 that the truer 
falls witrin the limlts of . 13 t (4 x . 06), or between 
negative .11 and _positive . 37 . By true r is meant t at r 
wh ch chould be expected between type~rit 4 ng rates and reading 
ratos i n tho o ulation from hie the grou of 109 is a 
random sam ling . 8 
Garrett says t t ln order to be reasonably sure that 
there in some correlation resent , an obtained r should be 
at least four times its E . For example , if r ls exactly 
four times its IE (assume that r = . 16 and Er - t. 04) the 
truer will be certa~n to fall within the limits of . 16 ! 
(4 x . 04) or between O and . 32 . It s customary , therefore , 
not to consider an r as reliable--as indic! tive of correlation 
at least better than 0--unle sit is at le st four times its 
E. To be certain of a low degree of correlation an r should 
be five or six times its ., 9 . 
IJ.1 erofore, tho result from Table I show some , but very 
little , correlation between t he gross typewriting and reading 
rates of t e OOJS tested. 'l'he best t .. 1 t can be said for this 
correlatlon is that it ls vositive . 
8 
9 
Ibid . p . 170 
Ibid . p . 170 
he s peed wi th 1hich 
14 
the boys read had l ittle inf l uence upon their t ypewri t ing 
ra t es . This seems to indicate that the boy who reads s lowly 
i s just as likely to succeed in typewriting as the one who 
reads rapidly , but it cannot be said t...at this statemont is 
definitely true because so many factors enter into typewriting 
ski l l . The low correlation found i robably due in part t o 
the size and ap arent stiffness of many boys ' hands a.nd , 
also to a lack of mus cular coordination . 
DvoraJr says that just w t factors contribute to success 
in typewriting are not definitely known , but some of the 
acce ted ones are intell i gence , interest , and particularly 
muscular control or motor ability. 10 
THE .RELATIONSHIP B~TWEEN 
THE TYPE1RITING AJD READING TES OF GIRLS 
The relationship between gross typewriting rate and 
reading rate for the group of 131 girls is shown in Table I , 
age 12 , and the correlation table for this coefficient is 
found in the a pendix. The correlation for the girla is 
. 33 with a probable error of f. 0 5 . This means that the· 
chances are even that the obtained correlation doos not 
differ from the true coefficient by more than :t. 05 . :fore-
over, since 4PE inc l udes practically all of the ca.sos in a 
normal distribution, the true correlation is certDin to lie 
within the limits of . 33 t (4 x . 05), or between . 13 and . 53 . 
10 August Dvorak , Nellie L. r errick, William L. Dealey, 
Gertrude Ford , Typewriting Behavior , p . 300 . 
15 
ong girls , only a low degree of correlation can be certain , 
but some might ~ve a correlation as h i gh as • 3 between their 
rea ing and t ypev.riting r tes . Since t his correlation is true , 
it seems that t hose girls wh o can read well can typewrite well . 
Therefore, it is probable that reading exercises could e used 
as one of tho remedial devices for improving the ty.t'e ~riting 
of girls . 
An obta. nod r of . 33 wi th a "Er of f. 05 indicates at 
least a. low positive correla tion among all girls , a nd a sub-
stantial osltive corr el tion among a 0 ood rt of t em. This 
r::icans that readlng ra to does influence 1rls ' ty ewri ting rates, 
vs.ryi ·::, fro ,1 low to valuable, and t hat increasing read ng rate 
might also increase t~ e~riting rate . It also means t hat read-
ing rate might be used to a small do roe as one of the factors 
for predict1nc ty- ewritlng success a mong girls . In evaluating 
t his statement, it ust be remembered that many factors enter 
into t ypewriting success, and that a marked deficiency in one 
factor might tend to lower the correlation a.r:iong other factors . 
The coefficient of correlation for the girls tested is . 20 
higher t han that of the b oys . This hel s to confirm the st te-
ment t hat otor skills and mus cul ar coordination do affect 
t ewriting speed . 
White found that intelligence , re ding s.H:ill , go , and 
perfor ance n serial res .f:)On"e otor tests aro significant 
factors in t~pewriting achievement . 11 
11 Bruce White , "rediction of Typewriting Success , " 
Journal of Buainess Education , Ar., 1935, 1· . 15-16 . 
16 
THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE TYPEWRITING 
AND READING RATES OF THE DOYS AND GI RLS C • BI. "'D 
The composite correl a tion of both boys and girls is also 
shown in Table I on page 12, and the correlatlon table for 
this coeffi cient is found in t he ap endi.x. An r of . 22 with 
a PE of f. 04 was found for these 240 students . The chances 
are even t hat the obtained r of )Ositive . 22 does not differ 
from the true coefficient by more t han f . 04; r is expressed 
by . 22 ! . 04; and tha t the true relationsh ip is certain to 
lie b e tween the limits of . 22 t (4 x . 04), or between . 06 
and . 38 . The com osite correlat ion of the boys and g i r ls 
combined naturally falls bet een the r of . 13 for the boys, 
and that of . 33 for t he gi rls , but it is not necessarily t he 
average of the two. 
The correlation between the t y.t'ewriting and reading 
rates of t he boys and girls together is lo~ , but not too 
low to eliminate reading rate from the list of factors that 
i nfluence typewriting ra te . It is clear to see that t he low 
correlation of the boys, due in part to the 1mped1tive phy-
sical features of their hands t hat hinder t ypewriting speed , 
lowers the correlation of the combined grou . This makes the 
i m r ovement of reading rate as a device for increasing type-
writing speed usable on individuals , but not groups . 
THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN 
TY EWRITI NG I T AND READD{G C .1 REHEUSION 
The reading comprehension of t he students in this study 
was determined i n terms of )er cent from Test I , parts A and 
B, of the Io~a Silent Reading Tests, New Edition , Form Bm , 
TABLE II 
C EFFICIE TS OF CO ELATION BETWEEN 
GROSS TY EVRITING F.AT• AND READING CO! Pr.::::~!iSION 
WITH T lEIR ROBABLE ERRO S 
No . 
The Relation Between: :Cases: r 
17 
. PEr . 
5Boys' Comprehension and Typewriting . 109 . . 19 . . 06 . . . 
6Girls ' Comprehension and Typewriting . 131 . . 30 . . 05 
• . 
. 
7composite Com rehension and Ty ewriting . 240 • . 26 . .04 . • . 
5 
6 
See Appendix, p . 31. Correlation Table for t he Coefficient 
of Correlation betveen Ty ewriting Rate and Reading Compre-
hension Among Boys . 
See Appendix , p . 32 . Correlation Table forte Coefficient 
of Correlation between Typewriting Rate and Rea ing 
Comprehension among Girls . 
See Appendix, p . 33. Correlation Table for the Coefficient 
of Correlation between Type riting Rate and eading 
Com rehension for the Boys and Girls Combined. 
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for High Schools and Colle es. The correlations between 
typewriting rate and rea ing comprehonsion were computed in 
exactly the same manner as those bet~een typewriting r ate and 
reading rate . First, the scores for the boys and girls were 
correlated sep rately., and then they were combined o.nd cor-
related. Table II on page 17 shows the results of these three 
correlations 11th their probable errors, and the correlation 
tablos for these coefficients are found in the appendlx. 12 
THE REL.A TI ONSHI BETWEEN 
BOYS ' TYPEWRITING RA • AND READING COM REHENSION 
A correlation of . 19 with a robable error of t. 06 as 
found between boys' t ewriting rate and reading com rehen-
sion . Interpretation of this coefficient shows that the 
chances re even that the obtained r of . 19 does not differ 
from the true coefficient by more than f. 06; r is expressed 
by . 19 t . 06; and t t the true relationship is certain to 
lie between the limits of . 19 t (4 x . 06) , or between negative 
- - -
.05 and ositive . 43 . The correlation between the boys ' 
reading comprehension scores and ty: ewriting rates is •. 06 
higher than the elation between their reading and typewrit-
ing rates , but since a coefficient of correlation should be 
five or six times its probable error to be certain of a low 
de ee of correlation , a n r of . 19 with a PE of ±·06 indicates 
little correlation. Here again, the physical factors found 
especially in boys' hands that are impeditive to typewrit-ing 
12 See A endue, p . 31- 33. 
-· 
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success may be artly responsible for this low correlation. 
A boy might have a high degree of comprehension in reading , 
but if his fingers arc large and lack muscular coordination, 
he is not likely to attain a high rate in typewriting . 
THE RELATIONSHIP BET ,K T 
G IRIS' TYPE rv'RITING Rt TE AUD READING C Or'i REiffiNSI ON 
A correlation of . 30 with a robable error of :1:. 05 
between the girls ' ty ewriting rates and reading com rehen-
sion scores was found. The chancos aro even that the ob tained 
r of . 30 does not differ from the true coefficient by more 
than f. 05; r is expressed by . 30 ± . 05; and that the true 
relationship is certain to lie betieen the limits of .30 t 
(4 x . 05) , or between . 10 and . 50 . The correlation among 
girls between reading comprehension and t ype riting rRte :ls 
. 03 lower than that of their reading and typewriting rates, 
but it is still much more significant tan t hat of the boys . 
The correlation is definitely not a high one, but it does 
, show that comprehension of reading is a factor that influences 
the ty ewriting rates of most girls and tbat comprehension is 
as valuable to type riting rnte as is reading rate . This 
might naturally be ssumed since the correlation between 
reading rate and comprehension is hlgh. 
O' Brien says that investigations of uantz , I endricks, 
Judd, and others have s hown that , as a rule , re. id readers are 
superior also in co~prehension to slow readers. 13 
13 John Anthon~ O' Brien , Reading , Its sychology and edagogy, 
p. 249- 253 . 
-THE RELATI NSHI BETWEEN TYPEWRI TING RATES Ar D 
READING C PREHEUSION F OR THE BOYS AND GIRLS C :.ffiI I D 
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The coefficient of correlation found between typewriting 
rate and reading comprehension for the boys and girls com-
bined is . 26 with a probable error of f. 04 . This means that 
the chances are even that the obtained r of . 26 does not dif-
fer from the true coefficient by more than t. 04, and that 
the true relationship is cert·- in to lie between the limi ts 
of . 26 t (4 x . 04) , or between .10 and . 42 . The correlation 
botweeri typewriting ra t_o and reading comp1 ehens1on for the 
boys and girls together is . 04 higher than that for their 
typewriting and reading rates . The hi.:;her correla. tion bo-
tween boys' comprehension and typewriting caused the com-
posite correlation to be higher . This, too, is a low correla-
tion, but it indicates that reading com rehension does have 
s o relation to ty~ewriting rate, and tha t comprehension has 
as much influence on ty ewriting speed as does reading rate . 
Since there ia a high correlation between reading rate 
and comprehension, it was concluded that the multiple corre-
lation between reading rate and comprehension and ty ewriting 
rate would robably have no more value than the six correlations 
already computed. The difference of . 03 between the two cor-
relations fo r the girls, the difference of . 06 between the 
correlations for the boys, and t ho difference of . 04 between 
the corre l a tions for the boys and girls taken together indicates 
that the multiple correlations for the same groups would likely 
fal l somewhere between these rate cor relations. 
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Judd ex resse the correlation between rate and 
compre 1enaion of reading a follows: noood readers are 
usually not slo and poor readers are usually not fast . High 
rate and good quality a e com.>nonly related and lo rate and 
poor quality are commonly re l ated . 14 
In interpreting coefficients of correlation it must be 
remembered that two mea_ures might have a high correlation, 
and yet a high score in one measure might not cause a high 
score in the other . In the case of the correlation be t ween 
1•eading rate and comprehension , for exampl e , fast reading 1n 
itself probably does not cause accurate c om rehension, but 
the concentra tion necessary to read ra idl y eliminates the 
infilteration of extraneous material in the mind and makes 
for com rehension . In this connection , O' Brien says: 
It is the ex erience of most readers that the 
rapidity of reading bears a direct relation to the 
degree of concentration . Other thins being equal , 
the greater the concentration the fa ter the 
reading . Because it inhibits tendencies to ool -
gathering , dawdline , and day dreaming , concentration 
insures both a rapid and more accurate grasp of tho 
material read . 15 
Likewise , the correlation between reading and ty-pewr.1.ting 
mig...i.:tt indicate that the concentration necessary for ra id and 
accurate re ding is the reading facto1" that influences 
typewriting rate . 
14 
15 
Charl es Hubbard Judd , Measuring the Work of the Public 
Schools , pp . 154- 155 . 
John Anthony O' Brien , ~ · cit ., • 253 . 
CHAPTER III 
smo ARY AND CONCLUSI iNS 
The purpose of this study was to determine what relation , 
if any, exists between gross typewriting rate and reading 
rate and comprehension . 
Tests were administered to 240 Oklah oma high school 
juniors and seniors ta.k ing first - year typewriting during the 
la s t six- weoks term of t he school year of 1939- 40 . Luwton 
Hi gh ch ool sup11lied 124 cases; Duran t Hi gh School, 73; and 
Langum Hi g School , 43 . 
Tot I , parts A and , oft e Iowa Sile nt (ea.ding mests 
f or H gh Schools and Colleges was used to measure both t he 
reading r a te and the reading comprehension . The reading rate 
was found in terms of words er minute , and com rehension in 
terms of pe r cent. The gross typewritin · rate for each 
student was found by averaging the gross words per minute on 
from three to fiv , fiftee n- minute , straight copy, Student's 
Typewriting Tests com uted according to the International 
Typewri ting Contest Rules . 
By Pearson ' s roduct - moment method of corr elation, the 
- ----- ------~ - . - ~ 
relationship bet~een typewriting rate and reading r ate was 
found for the boys , t e girls , and the boys and g irls co bined. 
In the same way, the relationsl ip s ound between type ·,rri t-
i ng rate and re din com.1..Jre ens ion f or t he b ys , t e g irls, 
and the boys and g irls combined. 
each cor ral tion was found . 
bent e robable e r ror of 
---
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~ 
The findings of t his study show,..a higher correlation 
. ong girls betveen both reading rate and reading comprehen-
sion nd typevriting rate than among boys . The highes t cor-
r elati n found was . 33 t . 05 betieen g irls' t ypewri ting rate 
and reading rate . T e relation bet 1een g irls' t :, e·Iriting 
rate and com rehension ranked socond ·with a correlation of 
4'W'-~~ 
. 30 :f: . 05. ong t he eoh1po t.te scores o t he boys and girls, 
·t e hi ghest correl1::1.tl on wa . 26 ! . 04 bo tween t ew-rit· ng and 
~p..:~ 
reading com rehension . The co r,1osite correlation between 
t~ ewriting and reading rates was . 22 + . 04 . The correlation 
amon~ the boy~ was conD iderably lower t han that of the girls . 
Their coeffi cient between comprehens i on and ty~ewriting was 
. 19 t .o; and between re ding rate and typewriting i t \\18.S 
. 13 ± . 06 . ~ 
White correlated the reading scores of 82 c ses on the 
Whlp~lc Re -ding Test 11th gross and net typewriting and 
found a correlation of . 41 . 1 
Jonoo mudo a study of r ec.di g rate a. nd comprehension 
s fletc_rmin:tng factors in the selection of pu ils for 
junior hig..~ chool typewriting classes, but the correlations 
found were too low to b useful for predictive or guidance 
purpo~es . 2 
1 
2 
Br uce /I/h i to, 11 rodiction of Typewri t:tng Succe ss," 
Journ 1 of Business 1 ducation, Vol . 10 , Apr . 1935, pp . 15-16. 
Marian B. Jones , "R ading l ate and Comprehension as eter-
ining Factors in the Se lection of Pu 11s for Junlor High 
School Ty.1;ewr iting lassos," Master's Thesis, University 
of ~outhern California , 1932 . 
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CONCLUSIONS 
Since the obtained coefficients of correlation in this 
study range from . 13 t . 06 to . 33 t . 05, it must be concluded 
that there is some rel~ betwe~JL.type iting rate and · 
--
~eading rate and com ~rehension, but it i lo . 
In the light of the studies revi wed here and the findings 
of this study, the fol l oling general conclusions seem 
justifiable: 
~ ./ Just what factors contribute to success in typewriting 
are not definitely known, but there are several . Since there 
i a a · low positive rela.tionshi between reading and t~pewrit• 
ing , it ma y be concluded that reading is one of th~~e factors . 
~, Tho correlations bet~een typewritine rate and reading 
rte a.nd comprehension are definitely. J.:owo~_among boys than 
irls . 
JI Since there is this small posltive relationship between 
reading and typewriting , reading exercises might be one of 
the remedial devices for lm roving. the typewriting rates of 
girls . -
1 ------ There is not sufficient correlation between typewriting 
and reading for reading to be uaod to any large degree as a 
basis f or predicting typewriting success , but it mi ght be 
considered one of many factors . 
v' Reading comprehension seems to influence typ_~w~iting 
s,. eed to about the same degree to which reaa.ing r a. to doos) 
'I-. ;_:or e tcs ting and research neods to be c rried on in t he 
fiold of t J ewriting to dete r mine what factors make for 
typewritinG c~ievement ao that better vocational and 
educational guidance may be extended to youth. 
25 
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17 M 31 252 43 
16 ~ 39 229 42 
19 ,! 19 18 9 38 
15 p 49 225 39 
18 36 212 43 
16 1', 51 222 34 
18 u 32 270 45 
19 M 33 248 43 
18 42 242 76 
16 F 48 351 64 
1 7 F 33 190 42 
18 F 40 288 44 
16 F 40 242 72 
15 F 41 315 77 
16 F' 44 251 54 
18 p 43 214 39 
18 F 33 177 37 
16 F 4 9 295 71 
17 M 38 184 28 
16 -~ 35 301 64 
17 M 26 295 54 
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TEST AVERAGE<" FOR EACH STUDENT 
Durant High Scho lJ Continued 
verage verage , voza ge 
student's Typing Reading eading 
a Sex Hate Rate Co . ;e . 
16 F 36 210 42 
17 F 35 185 39 
16 ! 37 245 51 
17 M 34 198 57 
18 ,i 32 297 70 
17 F 26 246 50 
18 F 31 156 21 
16 H 40 519 32 
14 r 49 287 48 
17 M 52 425 71 
15 F 30 262 49 
18 M 38 196 72 
16 41 257 56 
16 F 46 321 75 
17 1£ 39 252 70 
18 M 44 297 84 
16 111 39 225 73 
16 F 47 291 79 
18 36 306 67 
17 F 37 204 30 
15 F 50 362 80 
17 M 27 181 35 
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TE~T AVE GES FO •'ACil STUDENT 
Durblnt High Schoo~ Cont i nued 
Average Average Average 
student's Typing Reading Readi ng 
Age Sex Ente Rate Com_E . 
15 l1 41 363 64 
16 n 42 190 45 
18 -I 32 323 35 
16 F 39 343 68 
18 F 35 281 33 
17 u 45 225 72 
16 H 38 247 73 
15 11 43 255 5 
18 F 37 261 73 
17 F 38 244 67 
16 M. 10 251 42 
16 M 30 2 91 43 
17 F 40 246 C3 
17 F 48 230 63 
I 16 Ii 34 338 54 
16 F 38 237 30 
17 F 38 218 59 
17 32 214 45 
16 M 44 243 62 
18 4 2 290 6 9 
19 F 33 202 25 
18 F 29 172 44 
' . 
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TEST AVERAGE FOR EACH STUDBNT 
Dur nt Iigh School/Continued 
Average Average Averago 
s tudent's Ty :i_n . hoa.ding Reading 
e Sex Rato r.ate Co . 
16 II 40 268 57 
18 11 40 2 72 62 
17 F' 39 266 44 
16 F 41 355 59 
17 F 40 300 51 
17 .. 31 93 37 
18 .fJ. 43 366 73 
Lawton Hi gh School 
16 F' 45 275 66 
16 F 0 229 44 
15 F 41 184 70 
17 ?'i 35 275 43 
15 F 54 315 66 
17 37 303 60 
16 ?.[ 34 225 57 
17 F 55 250 ?2 
17 F 42 256 44 
18 F 38 231 32 
15 F 40 231 29 
16 M 46 261 81 
16 l 31 303 38 
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TEST AVERAGES F'OR BACH STUDENT 
Lawton High Schoo~Continued 
vorage Aver ge Ave.tu ge 
Student 1 s Typing -ieading ea.ding 
AfJO Sex Rate late Co.mp. 
16 F 35 245 38 
15 p 37 1 9 57 
l p ,.1:1 221 62 
19 M 43 306 45 
19 37 182 - 31 
17 M 31 265 47 
15 F 51 225 26 
16 F 47 220 65 
16 F' 44 228 56 
16 M 36 348 44 
16 F 35 223 87 
15 F 39 216 60 
16 F 42 246 '72 
16 F GO 187 68 
16 F 43 329 59 
16 F 38 310 -4 
18 p 34 244 68 
15 F 42 268 59 
lG F 38 341 28 
17 M 27 306 75 
17 • 36 350 56 S1 
17 F 50 318 29 
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T 'ST .. V ~ RAGES F'Oil ,, CH STUDENT 
Lawton High School,Contlnued 
verage Aver e Averaeo 
tudent's Typing Reading ea.ding 
Age Sex Rate ,. ate Comp . 
-
18 ,1 45 288 48 
15 :t 42 464 61 
16 F• 46 303 66 
18 F 44 345 78 
15 36 148 40 
17 - rn 51 144 40 
16 p 32 234 40 
16 H 1 2 60 73 
18 40 254 53 
17 n 5 240 71 
16 F' 3 171 27 
18 l. 35 379 44 
15 F 55 317 76 
17 M 45 265 41 
16 u 39 271 57 
18 M 56 310 61 
17 M 39 239 38 
16 F 49 387 82 
16 ~- 37 342 65 .. 
16 M 39 364 75 
1 7 p 37 3 90 49 
17 [ 36 382 8 7 
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T:b;ST AVE GES FR EACH STUDENT 
Lawton High School, Continued 
Average Average ver go 
Student ' s Ty ing Readl.ng Reading 
h. e Sex Rate ato Comp . 
17 F tl6 207 48 
17 F 51 366 73 
16 M 38 340 49 
16 :.r 33 333 54 
r, ·,, 35 308 52 
16" F 44 177 9 
17 .i 43 292 60 
16 ~ ·3 190 59 
16 1! 32' 335 47 
16 F 41 217 81 
18 45 3~5 Gl 
16 1 41 172 43 
15 F 25 313 40 
15 F 39 226 50 
16 H 42 273 66 
17 p 32 188 45 
17 F 44 267 42 
16 F 44 304 73 
l G j 3 · 244 57 
18 M 3 9 249 49 
1 M 35 208 54 
15 F 45 209 59 
41 
Tl::ST AVE GES FOR EAC I STUDENT 
Lawton High School, Continued 
verage Average Average 
Student's Typing Reading Reading 
Age Sex . Rate Rate Com2 • 
17 M 43 385 . 51 
19 M 35 296 38 
16 F 44 331 38 
18 ,T 47 337 50 
16 F 41 210 43 
17 F 61 210 49 
17 M 32 224 44 
15 F 45 235 37 
19 F 38 216 54 
17 F 33 205 35 
17 M 37 333 76 
17 F 26 335 61 
17 11 35 176 54 
16 F 40 212 67 
15 F 57 128 44 
17 F 38 246 41 
17 F 36 212 40 
16 M 31 365 49 
16 F 49 307 84 
16 M 39 313 49 
18 M 36 204 42 
17 40 325 61 
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TEST AVERAGES FOR EACH STUDENT 
Lawton i gh Schoo~ Continued 
Average Average , Average 
Student's T ing e ding eading 
Age Sex Rate ate Comp . 
17 t'I 37 270 67 
15 11 ""3 256 65 
17 H 43 259 65 
15 F 39 195 33 
16 F 36 249 69 
17 F 42 340 63 
17 F 31 214 48 
17 F 38 262 44 
18 F 32 250 37 
17 F 45 261 74 
17 F 31 179 14 
16 .! 35 218 61 
15 M 49 402 58 
16 M 49 246 54 
17 F 45 415 65 
16 F 3 9 270 44 
16 F 44 318 58 
17 M 43 250 63 
17 M 34 258 63 
14 M 43 218 52 
1 7 F 55 245 34 
16 F 56 233 43 
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TEST AVERAGES FOR EACH STUDENT 
.1angum High School 
Average Average Average 
Student's Tying Reading Reading 
Age Sex Rate Rate Comp . 
19 M 32 313 61 
17 };! 41 326 60 
17 F 49 285 44 
17 F 46 230 22 
17 F 57 183 62 
18 F 49 244 44 
17 F 52 245 43 
17 M 38 283 70 
17 li 39 318 43 
16 M 53 354 78 
18 F 46 219 27 
18 M 35 328 83 
16 F 50 270 53 
17 F 44 241 63 
15 F 46 297 32 
17 F 76 368 68 
17 F 48 3G6 76 
17 M 42 259 57 
17 F 56 290 62 
16 i 56 304 57 
16 F 47 158 30 
16 F 53 287 63 
.A 
TE T Vb GB FO BACH STUDENT 
Mangum Hi g SchooJ.,,Continued 
Average Average Average 
Student ' s Typing Reading Read;tng· 
A e Sex ·ate Rate COIJJ.f) . 
17 40 256 47 
17 F 40 315 65 
21 M 41 207 55 
17 F 56 280 76 
17 F 38 214 63 
17 F 43 293 73 
19 M 38 241 52 
17 F' 50 356 44 
17 F 62 292 71 
17 34 329 5 17 
18 li 38 246 63 
17 .1 32 222 49 
17 M 61 260 53 
18 F 36 342 59 
18 49 247 26 
17 F 64 3 10 55 
17 F 25 146 34 
17 F 58 297 64 
17 M 39 260 66 
17 F 57 451 64 
17 F 64 370 85 
18 :r 60 372 80 
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:· . TEST 1. RATE-COMPREHENSION-PART A 
: DIRECTIONS. This is a test to see ho,v well and how rapidly you can read silently. Read this story 
:·about "Rubber" very carefully so that you can answer questions about it. · 
\ At the end of one minute you will be told to mark where you are reading. When you hear the word 
: "1VIark," draw a line around the word you are reading and go right on reading until you finish the 
: story or you are told to stop. You will have three minutes in which to read as much of the story as 
: you can. Further directions will be given at that time. Remember, you are to answer questions about 
: it later. 
1 I-------------------------------------------
: RUBBER 
: Rubbel' is a. substance composed of carbon and thin piece of sheet sponge. Vacuum driers take 
' hydrogen, obtained from a milky liquid known as this spongy sheet and extract every particle of 
latex. Lat.ex comes from the roots, stems, branch- moisture. · · 
es, leaves, and fruit of a wide-variety of trees. For Next it is put into mills which rub and crush it 
the most part these trees grow in the tropics. The until it loses its elasticity and becomes soft and 
milky juice is not the true sap, but a secretion plastic like putty. In this form it is ready for the 
which does not seem to be essential to the life of mixing room, where sulphur and other ingredients 
the plant. If this liquid is allowed to stand for a are added to it. Each rubber product has a special 
few hours, the particles of rubber rise to the sur- requirement which must be taken into account in 
face. The doughy mass thus obtained can easily the preparation. For some articles the substance 
be rolled into a sheet or other convenient fom1. must be hard, for others soft; some must stand 
When allowed to dry, it loses its doughy character abrasion, others· heat. Some will come in contact 
and becomes the firm, elastic solid known as raw with acid, others must stand continuous pounding, 
or crude rubber. and still others a steady pressure. Each ingredient 
In whatever form the crude rubber comes to the is weighed with painstaking care. Then the mix-
factory, the first thing that must be done is to ture is rolled between hot rollers, from which it 
clean it thoroughly and test it, as rubber varies emerges a sheet of prepared rubber about a quart· 
greatly in composition. Until it is used it is stored er of an inch in thickness. 
in a cool, dark place, usually underground. When The rubber is then ready foi· the products fac-
a load is brought to the manufacturing plant, the tory. After the articles have been fashioned, they 
first step is to steam it into a soft, plastic mass. are vulcanized. That is, the rubber is cured .by the 
It is then thoroughly washed by being passed use of heat. The hardness of the ai·ticle is deter-
through heavy rollers while water is sprinkled on mined by the amount of heat and the length. of 
, from above. Finally it comes out looking like a time it is applied. 
Wait for further directions. 
Do not answer any of the questions until you are told to do so. 
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Iowa Silent Readini. : N ew Ed. : , dv.: BM 1 
TEST 1. RATE-COMPREHENSION-PART B 
DIRECTIONS. Read this· story carefully so that you can answer questions about it. When you hear 
the word."Mark," draw a line around the word you are reading and go right on reading until you finish 
the story or you are told to stop. You will have three minutes in which to read as much of this story 
as you can. Remember, you are to answer questions about it later. 
THE INFLUENCE OF THE PRESS 
The policy of the government in a democracy is 
decided in the long run by public opinion. The gov-
ernment sometimes takes a position that is unpop-
ular, but it must justify its course in order to hold 
the support of the majority of the people. If the 
party in power fails to do this, it will eventual!Y. be 
voted out of office and a party more to the hkmg 
of the majority will be set up in its place. 'The 
people, are the masters, and the greatest problem 
that confronts the United States is that of making 
the .people fit to exercise their sovereignty. 
One of the most important instruments in the 
formation and expression of public opinion is ·~he 
printing press. The freedom of the press from in-
terference by the government has been guaran-
teed in the provisions of the first ten Amend-
ments. It must be admitted, however, that the 
people, during both the Civil War and the World 
War, consented to governmental interference with 
the press in the form of an extensive censorship 
of the news. At such times the pressure of mili-
tary necessity creates a situation which would not 
be tolerated in times of peace. The press itself 
recognizes that when the very existence of the 
nation is at stake, it must refrain from publishing 
information that will aid the enemy or weaken the 
people's morale. 
Undoubtedly the most influential division of the 
press is the newspaper. The large daily newspap-
er has correspondents in every part of the world, 
who telegraph daily accounts of events in their 
respective territories. Local reporters are also as-
signed to keep in touch with the many activities 
of the city, and to write accounts of events that 
are of interest to the local readers of the paper. 
In addition to the daily news, many newspapers, 
especially in their elaborate Sunday editions, con-
duct departments intended to promote general 
culture by reviewing new books, scientific discov-
exies, plays at the local theaters, musical attrac-
tions, art exhibits, and many other similar 
features. 
The public is entitled to an account of the events 
of the world, uncolored by editorial opinion. 'l'oo 
often the news reports are tinged with propaganda 
either by the insertion of editorial comment m the 
text of the story or by misleading headlines de-
signed to guide the judgment of the reader. News-
papers with the best of intentions find it impos-
sible always to keep the reporter's natural bias 
out of his stories. 
The editorial columns are the legitimate place 
for the expression of opinion about the news of 
the day. To express opimon, to interpret the news 
by intelligent comment, is the business of the 
editor. News columns are read to discover the 
facts and consequently should be unbiased. Edit-
orial columns should be react in much the same 
way that one .might discuss the news with an in-
telligent neighbor, to test one's opinions and per-
haps to modify them, if sfrong arguments for 
contrary views are presented. The editorial page 
should be approached in a critical frame of mind, 
in which the reader expects to find, not bare facts, 
but the interpretation of these facts by an indivi-
dual who is often biased in his judgment. 
The business interests of large advertisers oft-
en influence the policy of the newspaper. rJ.'he larg-
est part of the cost of publishing a newspaper is 
paid by businessmen and corporations using its 
advertising columns to display their wares. The 
people who subscribe for the paper pay a very. 
small percentage of the total cost. It is not sur-
prising, then, that some newspapers treat large 
business interests with more than benevolent 
neutrality. It is, of course, contrary to public fo -
terest to have the organs of public opinion con-
trolled by business interests; for business corpora-
tions, like individuals, are likely to take a biased 
view of questions which might concern their 
profits. 
Do not turn this page until you ai-e told to do so. 
Rate (Part ·A ) .: '.: ______ '. 
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Rate (Pru~t B) -····--- t 
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TEST ~. RATE•COMPREHENSION-PART B(Cont'd.) Iowa Sll~.nt l (ooding: New Ed.: Adv.: BM · ' 
>IRECTIONS. Without looking again at the article, answer these questions. Study these statements 
arefully. Decide whether, in terms of the article, a statement is true, false, or not discussed. If, ac-
ording to the article, the statement is true, fill in the answer space under T (for true) ; if false, fill 
1 the space under F (for false). If a statement is not discussed in the article (even though true or 
alse in itself), fill in the space under N (for not discussed). The samples are answered correctly. 
Samples. 
A. Public opinion determines policy in a 
democratic government ········------·-···-·····----- --·--·--········--···············-·····-·-········--·---·-··-··-··--··--·-···---·· ·-·- A 
B. Voters generally agree upon a single candidate 
for political office --·-·····-··----···-·-·-··--·····-----·-·--·-····--····-·-··--··--·-·-··--------··--------·-··----·----·--------------·------·-- B 
1. In the long run, the political party in power in a democratic nation must express the 
wishes of the majority ····--····-·-··-········--·-----···-·····-··---·--··-··--·--··-·····--·-···-··----·---·-·---·-·······-·--·-----· -··----------- 1 
2. The weekly and monthly magazines exert more influence on public opinion than do 
the daily newspapers ··--·---·-··-··---·-----··--··--·---·-··-------·-···--------·-----··-··-·-·-··--·---------···--------··---·-·---···-···-···-··- --- 2 
3. Newspaper stories and headlines always tell the truth ···········-·-····----······-··········---······-··-·········-------·-·- 3 
4. News reporters write accounts of activities within the community as a means of 
creating local interest ·····-··--·-··----·-···-·····-·········----··-····-·----·-···-·-·---···-····--········---·--·················--·----·-·-··-··-·- 4 
5. An important instrument in the formation and expression of public opinion is 
the raa10 ·-······--·-···----·-··-···-·-····-·-····-····----······--···-··----· ··········---········-···· -·-·····-······--·---·-···-·-···-···--·--·-·-···-···---·· 5 
6. The Twelfth Amendment to the Constitution provides for freedom of the press ··--····---····-···-·----··· 6 
7. The policy of the government in a democracy is determined by the attitude of the 
press --·--··········---·-···-----············--···············-·------··---·-·····-·······-·····--·-·······-·--··········--·-··------·--········-·····--···--···--· 7 
8. ~h~ greatest pr~blem t~at conf~onts ou! government today is that of educating the 
citizens to exercise then- sovereignty wisely --·--· ··-··--·--·--·----····-··----·-·-·-·-·-·--·-----··-·--------·-·-···-·-------·--·-··· 8 
9. Freedom of the press is provided for in the Preamble to the Constitution -·---·-----·-··-------·--·------····-- 9 
0. Censorship of the press is enforced in times of great milita1·y necessity ····----···-··-······-·---··--···---·-···· 10 , 
1. There are many highly organized agencies for the collection and distribution of 
news -·---·---··-·-·-----·-------··---·------··-··--·---·-·-·-····----··--····-·----·---···--··-··-··---·-···-·-------·------·····--··--·-·--·--··-·------·------ 11 
2. Editorial interpretation should be emphasized in the news column --·----·-·-·-···-·---·- -· --·-···-·-·-··-····-·-··- 12 
3. Weekly summaries of current news are replacing the newspapers in the formation 
of public opinion -···---··----···-·---·---·····--··--·-----··---··----·-··-·----·-·--·---·-------------·-·-····---·----··----···----···-------·--·-··---· 13 
4. The editorial column of a newspaper is the place in which the publisher's opinions 
and critical interpretation of the news of the day are presented ---··----·-· ---·------··-···----·------·---·-·-··--· 14 
5. The reader should accept any statement presented in the editorial columns of a 
newspaper as an unquestionable fact --···--·---···-··---· -·---·--·------·---· -····-·-··----·····-··--·------··---··-·------------------- 15 
6. The President, as commander-in-chief of the army, may order a newspaper to cease 
publication ------··---·----··-·-·--·---·----·---······-· -·----·---·--··------··-·-·-·-·---·····-·--···-······-····--···----·-·---··---··--------·--·---·-·-·- 16 
7. Large corporations frequently own large amounts of stock in the companies pub-
lishing newspapers ·-·---··--------·------·-·---·---··-··------·----···-···--------·-···-·--·--··--··---····-----···-·-----···--------·--·--·---·------ 17 
8. The policy of a newspaper is sometimes very definitely influenced by the interests 
of large advertisers -·-··-···--·---··-··---·-··-··-·--·-·---·-·-·-·-··-----··-··-···-·-··---·-··-----·-··-------··-· ·----·--···---···--···-·--·-·-·--· 18 
.9. News reporters often refuse to cooperate with government agencies in releasing 
news of great national importance ·-·--·-·--·--·--·---··--··-----·--··-···-------·---··--·········--···--·----··-·----···---··-------···- 19 
10. Newspapers publishing false and libelous stories may be punished by law -·-···-··--·····-···-··-----·-··--·· 20 
il. Newspapers frequently conduct departments intended to stimulate interest in some 
field of general culture ---------·----·-·-·-------·-----·--·------------······--·--·------·-··-·----·---·-···-----·--·---·-·-·--····-····-····----·· 21 
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